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INQUIRO 2.2 – RELEASE NOTES 
Released XX XX, 2016 

SUMMARY 
This release provides: 

 6 new features, including ergonomic change on the interface, 
 21 Enhancements, 
 125 Bug fixes. 

NEW FEATURES 
Folder import  Importing data into Inquiro has gotten even easier! You can now easily import a folder (as well as its subfolders and files) from your local machine to Inquiro. There are three ways of doing that: - In Inquiro tree view select the folder you want to import data into, and then drop your local folder from your OS explorer into the displayed details page. 

  - In Inquiro tree view: 1. Right-click on the folder you want to import data into, then select the “Upload here” item of the context menu: 
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2. Then click on the “Add a folder” button at the top-right of the newly displayed page  

  - From the details page of the folder you want to import data into: 1. Expand the “More actions” menu and then then select the “Upload here” item  

  2. Then click on the “Add a folder” button at the top-right of the newly displayed page  

   Technical metadata as Facets or graph node As part of Inquiro 2.1, an external system is able to store structured metadata for a specific file. Now it is possible to use this information on search facets and on graph node by configuration.  For example:  
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Let’s imagine an external system could find to following metadata:  

 We can leverage them in the graph and in the search engine :  

  The metadata available for the graph or for the search facet need to be configured in the Config collection in mongoDB.  Authentication service 
Until version 2.1, Inquiro API use to require a simple api key. These keys were per application and intend to trust the client authentication. So an application that uses the API with a valid key could spoof the user name and use any account. With more API client and with the need to open Inquiro on Internet, a better security was needed. We decided to use a JWT token and a central authentication service to ensure no user and no application could use the API in a bad way. JWT information can be found at https://jwt.io/   
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  Isilon connector  In life science, EMC/Isilon, with their unique OneFS solution and scale-out capability has got a lot of success. Providing interface to classical network file system protocol (cifs, nfs), hdfs and API access, Isilon has seduced numbers of Pharma Company. So far all our customers has Isilon storage bay for their research data. Storage arrays can scale up to petabyte for file storage.  Our default file storage solution, GridFS is proven to be scalable, even maybe to petabyte but clearly the total cost of ownership for a petabyte of file in GridFS will be higher for our clients. This API provides a unique opportunity for Inquiro to improve the lab oriented use case, where massive binaries files are generated.  This is why we would like to propose a hybrid solution: 
 Very large, not indexable raw data file could go to storage array, 
 Smaller text based, indexable, intermediate, refined or report file will go to Inquiro and its native gridFS. They will highly benefit from colocated computing and I/O capabilities. Despite of this hybrid storage solution, all files will be annotated and visible in Inquiro. It also means that file on the storage array will be referenced in Inquiro.  This feature allows you to connect a storage array to Inquiro. Right-click on the folder. Choose the option "Connect to Isilon"  In the template administration, the type that can hold the connection to the storage array need the following configuration  "config": {         "postCreate": [],         "hideInTree": null,         "iconTree": null,         "xclass": "user.view.mainscreen.generic.EditTab",         "uploadConfig": null,         "taggingConfig": null,         "exportable": true,         "connectableToIsilon": true     } 

 

 At this stage you will be asked to choose which folder in the storage array you want to track: 

   Sort search result by date This new feature enables to sort all the results by Update or Creation date and also by Hit count (see the after picture at the top right). Beside the sort button, on the left, you can tip a descending or ascending sort button. 
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Label customization and Internationalization  
Only available in the administration section of Inquiro. 
This feature allows the admin to change any label, popup message, button name and also all the static fields depending on your configuration. The first dropdown list on the top of the page select the default language of Inquiro but each user can configure a favorite language in their profile. 3 categories of fields are configurable: - Application fields: all static fields of Inquiro such as buttons, titles, menu, tooltips etc… - Templates fields: all dynamic content on the custom object (program, project, assays, studies, experiment) - Api fields: error messages from our API  Empty fields: show empty translation fields and the save button save all the changes in all the modified textfields.  A search field is available above the columns “Key” and “Active translation” to find out easily a value.  All the keys are visible through a group by component in the page, you can collapse or uncollapse them all.  

  In your profile page you can select your favorite language between languages available (3 languages are available, French, German and English):  

 category fields 

 Comment field for a key 

 collapse/uncollapse 
 Search fields 

 Default language 
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 Instance selector 
This feature allows each users of Inquiro to change the instance through a selector in the home icon on the toolbar. 
Change the instance of Inquiro means change database, see different custom objects and new metadata on files and 
custom objects. In this example, there is only one instance called “demo”. 
 

   UI / UX improvements  Dictionary administration  
A new dictionary GUI is available in the administration section, the GUI is now in Angular (like all the front end of 
Inquiro) instead of ExtJS javascript language. All the previous features are available in the new GUI as before.  
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   Template administration   
A new template GUI is available in the administration section, the GUI is now in Angular (like all the front end of 
Inquiro) instead of ExtJS javascript language. All the previous features are available in the new GUI as before. A syntaxic coloration and a new validator for the javascript of the templates are integrated.  
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 Data density  In order to have a better display and see more data in a single page, we reduced the font size.    Note that Inquiro support very well the resizing using the browser.  You can press ‘Ctrl’ and rotate the mouse wheel to increase or decrease the application zoom.  
    

ENHANCEMENTS (TOTAL: XX, SAMPLE OF MAIN ONE BELOW) 
ID Area Description Comment 

SA-160  Various spelling issues  
SA-102  Upload workflow is not intuitive (upload button not easy to find)  
DARK-1358  The tree need to scroll when we go directly to a sublevel (using favorites or link)  

DARK-783  Access to the bin directly from top bar  
DARK-689  Restrict solr result based on user restriction and access  
DARK-747  Solr and jconnector supervision  
DARK-740  Can export aggregated metadata  
 
BUG FIXES (TOTAL: 125, SAMPLE OF MAIN ONE BELOW) 

ID Area Description Comment 
DARK-428  Size renderer is broken, all display in bytes  

SA-128  Performance on dictionaries are not acceptable (if more than 10 000 values)  
SA-177  Folder set as private is not visible anymore by the owner  

 


